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ABSTRACT
Particle sizing interferometer measurement of particle size distributions,
velocity and number density in samples of rocket propellant exhatist is described.
Signal visibility and scattered intensity for individual particles was measured
for a nominal size range of 0.3 to 6 micrometers.

Calibration tests of the

instrument were obtained by firing small propellant samples into a 20-m 3
chamber and comparing the meaoured particle size distributions with those
obtained from estimates using multiple wavelength transmissometers and a
commercial optical particle counter.

Particle sizing interferometer estimates

of particle size distributions and number densities required the development
of models which could account for sample space dependence on particle size
and illuminating fringe contrast variation. -Results obtained by using these
models on particle size data from calibration and rocket motor test firings
show

the need for well-controlled insitu perturbationless particle size

measuring techniques for hostile environments.
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NONMINCiLATURE

A

cross-sectional area for sample space of the ith particle size

A

maximum observable cross-sectional area of sample space

A0

cross-sectional area for sample space of a particle with diameter D

b

inte'rcept of a linear least squares curve fit for X versus Y

b

e- 2 mean irradiance radius of geometric probe volume

D

spherical particle diameter

dG/d l

differential scattering gain

da/dil

differential scattering cross-section

e

electron charge

f

fraction of particles with diameter D

g

PMT dynode gain

I

irradiance incident on a particle

Is
i

scattered radiant power collected by the receiver system
signal current at the output of a photomultiplier tube (P,%IT)

Mx

0

0

S

M

Z sin(ct/2)/b 0o

N

particle number density

N

data acquisition rate

Nci

numeric count for ith particle size histogram increment

P

slope of a linear least squares curve fit for X versus Y

0

q

quantum efficiency of phototube

At

total sample time

Vi

velocity of ith particle

X

D/6, where 6 is PSI fringe period

Y

square root of integrated mean value of signal magnitude

Z

sample space coordinate parallel to bisector between the illuminating
beams

a

angle between illuminating beams
mean signal time period

T

'4.

system response weighting factor for ith particle size histogram bin

(D)

scattered signal phase dependent on particle scattering parameters

WD

Doppler difference frequency
solid angle subtended by the scattered light receiver

'I
2a
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
A knowledge of particle size distributions in the primary aind secondary

smokes generated by solid rocket motor combustion processes is

-f fundamental

importance for accurately modeling both the combustion process and subsequent
smoke formation.

Such models serve the two fold purpose of characterizing

the optical signature of propellants and of predicting general propellant
combustion properties from the knowledge of the propellant chemistry.
For all practical purposes it is impossible to sample mechanically
real rocket exhausts during an actual firing.
too rapidly and a probe perturbs the flow.

The environment is fluctuating

Optical techniques are therefore

the only truly suitable means of measuring particle size.

However, there are

extreme conditions which must be overcome if particle size measurements are to
be obtained with any optical instrument.

One of the most significant problems

in this regard is that associated with background light in the exhaust.

This

light results from radiant gas emission and the black body radiation of hot
particles located in the exhaust.

The difficulty in measuring such particles

is further compounded by the facts that 1) they may have extremely high velo-:ity
(on the order of kilometers per second), 2) the number density may often be
very high (at times exceeding 10 /cc) and 3) the particle chemistry is probably not known leading to large uncertainties in particle indices of refraction.

Furthermore, the particles can be expected to be small. (of the

order of 1-10 micrometers or less) which precludes numerous photographic and
holographic techniques which might be used otherwise.

During the past year

the Gas Diagnostics Research Division at The University of Tennessee Space

Institute has been involved in preliminary studies to deterinihu, the feasibility
of applyiug a particle sizing interferometer

such particles.

(PSI)

to the weau;riit'ent

of

To this end both analytical feasibility studies and ex-

perimental research .have been conducted to determine the magnitude of the
problems which may be encountered in obtaining these kinds of particle sizemeasurements.
As outlined in the statement of work for the research project, the
original program plan was to validate the experimental techniqlue by conduc

..,

a set of calibration tests in which particles of known size would be injected
into the exhaust plume of a small rocket motor operating under cold flow
conditions.

Experimental data obtained using the particle si:ing interferometer

wereto be compared with particle size data obtained using a cascade impactor
or wire grid system.

As originally outlined in the proposal, these cold-

flow calibration tests were necessary prior to conducting partic]e size and
concentration measurements in the exhaust plume of a small rocket motor.
Due to limited contract funds, which prevented all the proposed tasks
to be funded, an alternate test plan was evolved in which PSI measurements
were made of rocket exhaust particles obtained from the combustion of small
samples of rocket propellant'fired into a large 20-m 3 environmental chamber
at Redstone Arsenal.

In addition to these PSI measurements, some preliminary

"piggy-back' measurements were made of particles in the edge of a small
rocket motor plume at the NAVSEA Allegany Ballistic Laboratory, Cumberland,
Maryland.
The PSI measurements obtained as part of the effort under thls contract
are compared with particle size data obtained using a commercial optical
counter and a multiple wavelength transmissometer.

|-

The purpose of this report is
of this contract effort,

to describe the results obtaisted as part

to discuss the comparison between exporimental data

obtained using the different experimental techniques,

and to describe some

of the features of the rocket plume measurements.
Since the theoretical basis for the particle sizing interferometer and
the calibration procedure have been described previously,2 only the specif-:
optical and electronic system details required to understand the experimental
results will be described in this report.
2.0

OPTICAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Two slightly different forward scatter optical system geometries were

used for these measurements.

The first geometry, shown in Fig. 1, was used

for the measurements in the mixing chamber at Redstone Arsenal.
forward scatter dual-scatter or differential Doppler system.

It is a

The distinguishing

feature about this system is the collection of forward scattered light with
a variable focus receiver system which reflects the light back outside the
mixing chamber where it is then relayed to a photomultiplier tube.

The purpose

for this particular geometry results from the fact that the chamber may be
cooled to less than -30*C or ,heated to greater than +30 0 C and the relative
humidity may be controlled between 20% and 100%.

Furthermore, since the

rocket propellants tested can be quire corrosive (particularly those which
produce hydrogen chloride exhaust products) it was desirable to tinimize
environmental exposure.

The laser used in this system is a Spectra Physics

Model 124A which produces approximately 30 milliwatts of light power.
fringe period generated by the transmitting optics was typically
6 microns.

The

;et to about

Because the lenses used in the transmitter portion of the system

have relatively low F numbers (-2-3) with spherical aberation and astimatism,

the sample space or probe volume had an elliptical

cross-sLct ion.

The cross-section was approximately 50 interference

frini.:es wide in a

direction normal to the fringe planes and approximately 20 fringe peri.,ds
wide in a direction parallel to the fringe planes.

An adjustible slit was

used in the receiver geometry immediately in front of the photomultiplier
tube (EMI-9781R).

It was set at a sufficient width to allow the return image

of the geometric probe volume to pass with little or no diffraction.

The

photomultiplier tube housing was connected to a dual channel -.eamp which
was used to transmit the signal to the visibility and signal time period
processing electronics.

The preamp separately amplified the mean and the

Doppler components of the signals.
The second optical system, used in the rocket plume measurement, isshown in Fig. 2.

Because there was no need to separate the transmitter and

-receiver system, a standard forward scatter optical system geometry was used.
The laser, preamp, and electronics systems were identical to those in the
first systcm.

This system was mounted in a box for environmental protection

during motor firings.

The box was built of 3/4" plywood and painted black

to minimize interference with transmissometer measurements which were made
through the plume.
rubber- 2" thick.

The entite inner portion of the box was lined with foam
This was found to be more than sufficient both for temperature

insulation (measurements were made at ABL at the end of the previous winter)
and for protection from the shock waves present during motor ignition.
photograph of the test setup is shown in Fig. 3.

A

Both optical systems were

mounted on a 1.3-cm thick, 0.6 x 1.2-in aluminum base plate.

The fringe

period in the second system was set to be approximately 10 micronmv

and the

limiting aperture at the photomultiplier tube was set such that the depth of

.

field determined by the receiver lens aperture combination wit

;plroximatclv

1/4 that of the geometric probe volume.
3.0

ELECTRONIC SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A block diagram of the electronic system used for processing the

scattered light signal and for acquiring and manipulating the data is shown
in Fig. 4.

In this configuration the signal is divided into two portions;

one portion enters the visibility processor and one portion enters the velocity
processor and data acquisition system.

The velocity processor provides

signal logic tests for multiple particle signals, signal dropouts, acceptable
aperiodicity and improper particle trajectory.

These tests are used ar the

control logic for accepting or rejecting signals measured by the visibility
processor.

The lower portion of the figure shows the approach we have taken

in obtaining a visibility measurement.
directly.

One portion of the signal is integrated

This integral yields a mean value, or pedestal portion of the sigaal.

The second portion is filtered to remove the pedestal, and then full wave
rectified and integrated.

This measurement yields a value which is proportional

to the energy in the sinusoidal portion of the signal.

In each leg of the

visibility processor four mul,4iplexed integrators are used in order to obtain
a signal dynamic range of approximately 1:10

with three digit accuracy.

After

the integrations are complete the values for the AC (sinusoidal) and the DC
(mean value) components of the signal are sent to a small microprocessor memory
where they are recorded along with the signal time period measutrement.

The

velocity procepsor can be programmed to perform signal time period averages
over a large and small number of signal periods.
2 and 256 on both the large and small averages.

This number can range between
The acceptable aperiodicity

in the signal is determined by the difference in the large and small, number
of cycles time averages.

For brevity these averages ace called long and
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short counts.
50%.

The acceptable aperiodicity

is

also progrannmable

t rom 0.1 to

The velocity proc.ssor has a so-called dropout detector which allows

the processor

to immediately recycle the instrument if

particle trajectories

or noise are such that the signal has an insufficient number of cycles to
meet the criteria imposed upon the signal processor logic.
After a sufficient data set has been obtained (the number of measurement;
which can be entered into memory is also programmable), a set of prechosen
software programs are used for data manipulation and computation.
of these programs is given in Appendix l.
associated with particle velocity.

A summary

One pro,'ram computts the statistics

The parameters computed aro 1) mean particle

velocity, 2) standard deviation of the velocity distribution e'cpressed as a
percent of mean velocity, and 3) the Kurtosis of the velocity djP;tribution.
The particle size program includes histograms of particle size b.tsed on a
spherical particle visibility function which is permanently in memory and the
correlation of two measurements of particle size.

The measurements are

determined from the visibility and from the scattered intensity magnitude of
the signal.

Finally the entire data set which is in memory (the signal time

period, the magnitude of the signalmean value and the magnitude of the AC
integral) can be displayed along with the equivalent particle sizes from
signal visibility and relative scattered magnitude.

A typical sample of the

microprocessor output is given in Table I.
The program which is used to correlate particle size as determined from
scattered intensity and that which is determined from a visibility measurement
has produced some interesting results.
follows.

The logic which enters fit

it is as

The magnitude of the scattered intensity is given in Equation 1:

s

xdQ
Il=
0..

(a)

,

dS2

(1)
da
d

rD
4

2

dG

(b)

For a dual beam PSI system dG/dl

dG

Sdfl

dG )
12
d-2

dF(GC,G2
d
61

dG )
1

can be written in the form

2

cos(wot + O(D))

(2)

12

where the subscripts denote the scatters gains for the respective beams.
signal current generated by the scattering process

i = q e g P

The

can be written as

(3)

The mean value of the scattered light signal with respect to time will be
linearly proportional to dG/da
zero.

)l

+ dG/dQ?

2

since the cosine term averages to

Hence, the signal current measured by the pedestal integrators is

proportional to the square of the particle diameter multiplied by some factor
dependent on the sum of the individual scatter gains, and the incident light
flux.

This factor will be a variable depending upon the trajectory of the

particle and the sensitivity of the scatter gain as a function of particle
size.

Classical diffraction theory shows that when the observation aperture

is sufficient to collect a large portion of the forward scattered lobe from
the particle, then the scatter gain will be approximately constant, and that
in the region where it is not constant it may be roughly approximated as a
linear function of the particle diameter. 3 If we assume that the scatter
gain is independent of particle diameter then the square root of the signal

current should be proportional to particle diameter.

this

Experimnelally,

factor will be a variable which depends upon the trajectory of the particle
through the sample space or equivalently upon the incident light flux.

Ihe

variability can be made small by suitable apertures in the receiver optics.
In the software program under consideration, the square root of the pedestal
magnitude is computed and is assumed to be proportional to particle diameter
to within some system calibration constant.

The ratio of part'icle diameter

to fringe period as determined from the spherical particle visibility function
is also computed and linear least squares curve fit of these parameters is
made of the form:

(4)

Y = pX + b

Hence, given a Y value from the scattered signal magnitude, an equivalent D/6
value can be computed.

A simple model will illustrate how this Ls achieved.

For particles and an optic-al system where the scatter gain can be assumed to
be nearly independent of particle diameter it can be shown that the crosssectional area A i of the sample space for some particle diameter D i is given
by

Ai

and A /D
0

A oDi/D

(5)

o

is a calibration factor dependent upon the scattering efftciency

0

of the calibration particle, the optical system geometry, and the signal

4 A enters into tht response
i

processor sensitivity and logic constraints.
function of the PSI in the following manner.

The number density for a

particular particle size can be written as

i

I4 fi/V Ai

(6)

where V.1 is
is

the particle velocity, N is

the rate at which 1.1

the fra('tion of particles with diameter D..

is

,iasured

and I

The factor V. A. i iien properly

normalized yields a set of weighting factors for each of the particle size
increments which when multiplied :y the number of measurements obtained for
some particle size yields the effective number of particles measured in a
unit volume.

Because of the constraints imposed on acceptable signals by the

signal processor, the A. values cannot become infinitesimally small as D.
I

approaches zero.

The long count requirement for the particle trajectory im-

plies a minimum acceptable cross-section area.

Hence, if a plot is made of

the weighting factors as a function of particle size for a particular instrument, it will appear to become discontinuously constant at some particular
size.

In this simple model we assume that the sample space is identical to

-2

the geometrical probe volume defined by the e

mean intensity contour.

Using

this assumption the cross-sectional area of the sample space is estimated a3
the cross-sectional area of an oblate ellipsoid.

The long count programmed in

the signal processor is then taken to be the minimum acceptable trajec Ory
which passes through the sample space cross-sectional area.

The equations

describing the ellipsoid are solved to estimate the minimum cross-sectional
area specified by a particle trajectory corresponding to a long count.

The

ratio between this minimal area and the maximal area determined by the e-2
contour is assumed to be the allowable range of weights which may be assigned
to the particle size distribution.
Since it is assumed that the receiver system is set up to vIuw the entire

-2
e

contour probe volume the fact that the visibility of the interference fringes

illuminating the particle is a function of where the particle passes through
the probe volume must also be taken into account in the system response

5.
function.

The signal processor is constructed such that a proper multiplier

11 MM

is supplied in the visibility

computa-ion for all particle trajo., lories passing

through the geometric center of the probe volume.
that a multiplier for z = 0 (i.e.,

Column 2 in Tfible 11 show.;

for trajectories passing through the geo.-etric

center of the probe volume) will be too small for trajectories uot passing
through the center because the visibility is reduced.
conclude from Table

I

It is reasonable to

that the bins in a PSI particle size histogram which

correspond to small to intermediate values of the visibility will contain au
erroneously high particle count.

The high count will result from measurements

of particles which should have been counted in a smaller size bin but produce,'
signals with reduced visibility due to trajectories which do not: pass through
the geometric center of the probe volume.

To correct for these erroneous

counts a set of weighting factors was determined whic-h enter itO the system
response function along with the volumetric normalization values.

These factors

for various values for m are shown in Table II.
A rough estimate of the particle number density using PSI measurements

*1x

may be obtained by determining A

, the maximum sample cross-sectional area

observed during the particle sizing measurements.

A
is experimentally
mx

determined by obseiving the output of the zero crossing detector in the velocity
processor and thereby measuring the maximum number of cycles in the signal
during any one particular experiment.

The alsolute number density, N, can

then be written as

N= 'a
4

1

21
F2

N
A

Mx

6At
j=j

N
Nci
i

(7)

Tt was found that the value of AmX for the experiments reported in this
paper was approximately 1.7 -10-2mm
4.0

2

.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The optical system shown in Fig. I was used in the mixing chamber tests.

Calibration tests were performed in the mixing chamber using urea-formaldehyde
resin particles which are spherical, translucent, and remarkably monodisperse
for a non-liquid particle.

The PSI system was focused approximately 15"

inside the mixing chamber and approximately 30" from the floor of the chamber.
The optical commercial optical counter sampling tube was located near the top
of the chamber.

The urea-formaldehyde was injected into the chamber and

maintained in suspension by a set of small electric fans which maintained a
counterclockwise circulatory pattern near the top of the chamber.

Figure 5

shows a set of histograms obtained with the PSI for the urea-formaldehyde
measurements.

The histograms from the PSI are plotted as solid lines while

those obtained with the commercial optical counter are plotted as dashed lines.
There exists obvious discrepencies between the two sets of data.

The commercial

counter consistently counts a..large number of particles less than 1 micron.
The mode sizes for the two distributions in the urea-formaldehyde range roughly
agree.

It is interesting to observe the time history dependent size distribution

as observed with the PSI system.

We note that before particle injection the

background particle sizes were predominately less than about 1.5 microns and
the particle number density is surprisingly low (see Fig. 6).

et.
PSI sample

space is located well below the fan circulation plane and air mov,:iuent is of
relatively low volume in this area.

The commercial counter on th

otherhand

has its sampling tube located near the top of the chamber where thore is
considerable air circulation and it mechanically withdraws an air sample at

-12-

a fairly high rate.

We notice that after the urca-formaldchyde

particles are

injected the background particle count Immediately becomes over-;hadowed
the urea-formaldehyde particles until approximately one minute .fter

by

dust

injection, the background count is virtually non-existent in tht' particle
size histogram.

We note also that the size distribution parameters remain

roughly constant throughout the sample time of the experiment although there
are minor changes in the standard deviation of the measurements.

This

variation is to be expected due to the different number of particles which
were sampled during that time.

Figure 6 plots the number density of the

urea-formaldehyde particles as estimated from the PSI measurements using some
of the simple models previously described.
analysis was found to fit the data.

A least squares line:ar logarithmetic

It should be expected that

the particles

will settle out of the chamber and be driven to the walls by the circulation
fans.

Thus, the number density will decrease with time and theoretical
It

predictions suggest that the decrease should be exponential.

is interesting

to note that near the beginning of the set of measurements, the optical counter
and the PSI were in close agreement on the particle number density and that as
time increased the number density observed with the PSI system fell off at

a higher rate than that obtained with the commercial counter which sampled
the aerosol at a constant rate.

This data thus hints at the poss.ibility of

data biasing errors in terms of number density measurements due to the location
of mechanical sampling probes and in mechanically withdrawing a s ample at a
constant rate.
After the urea-formaldehyde tests, the PSI system was appllt,| to measurement
of rocket exhaust particles obtained from small propellant samplet

the mixing chamber.

fired into

For the measurements reported here the mixitg chamber

-

-

---~

'--

-

~

-

~

was kept at a temperature of approximately 20.2

0

C and a rclativ,

humidity of 20%.

Figure 7 shows an example of the estimated number density as a lunction of
time for these measurements.

K

The number density as determined

1)y the commercial

optical counter is plotted in the same figure and again shows that while
initially the particle number densities as determined by the two instruments
are in reasonable agreement, the optical counter which is mechanically withdrawing an aerosol sample yields a much slower particle fallout rate than that
determined by the PSI.

Figure 8a shows the size distribution approximately

1.33 minutea after propellant ignition and represents approximately 440 particle
measurements.

It reveals a distinctly bimodal size distribution with one mode

occurring at less than 0.5 micrometers.

We observe that there is good agreement

in the commercial optical counter and PSI measurements for the values of the
small mode size and near the edge of the large mode size during the time in-

terval between 1.33 and 3.95 minutes (Fig. 8b).

The small size mode peaked at

about 72% probability of occurrance and then decreased to zero.

The large

mode on tihe otherhand fell to about 4% and then rose to a value of about 1520%.

The small size mode continued to decrease and the large size mode increased

until at approximately 8.6 minutes (Fig. 8c) the small size mode had virtually
disappeared leaving only the large size mode distribution which was close to
the background size distribution before ignition.
Figures 8a-c were chosen to make the PSI measurements correspond as closely
in data recording time with the commercial optical counter as possible and still
be representative of the overall time history of the measurements.

The PSI

histograms are also plotted in terms of 0.55 micrometer interval.-; in order to
more closely correspond to the commercial counter intervals for lhe smaller
sizes although the data was acquired in 0.275 micrometer intervain.

-1I4-

It

is difficult to compare directly the result:; betWOLI

wt.PSI and

commercial optical counter because the commercial counter saipIlo, tubing is
outside the test chamber.

The aerosol sample withdrani from th. chamber

will be cooled when the chamber is above ambient temperature (ax was this case)
and warmed when it

is

below.

Furthermore,

the commercial counter size increments

were much coarser than those of the PSI and because the index-of-refraction
of the particles is not certain, its response function is suspect.

Finally,

the commercial counter samples approximately 200 times more volume per unit
time than the PSI.
There are some interesting discrepencies in the two sets of measurements.
The commercial counter does not reflect the bimodal distributiuo
near the end of the test sequence.

until very

Its data suggests the initially the pre-

dominent mode size is less than 0.5 micrometers and that its resulting probability density is in close agreement with the PSI.

It also shows a significant

size fraction in the size range of 0.5 to I micrometers which the PSI does not
and it shows the particle number density decreases at a slower rate than that
of the PSI.

In attempting to resolve these discrepencies it might be argued

that the apparent bimodal distribution observed by the PSI is In reality due
to a decrease in particle size resolution predicted by other workers who have
7-9

used different visibility functions from those used here.

Their work

suggests that the smallest resolvable particle size with the sigial. processor
used in this work would be of the order of 1.6 micrometers.
Figure 9 compares the size distributions estimated using appropriate
visibility functions taken from Refs. 5 and 7.

The visibility function

chosen from Ref. 7 assumes a particle index-of-refraction of 1.5 with a zero
absorption index.

For the experiment, the fringe period was approximately

6.6-1jm and receiver F number was 4.8.

The theoretical calculation from Ref. 7

was for a fringe period of 6.3-tma and a receiver F number of 5.
shows that the visibility
the differences in

function from Rcf.

Figure 9

7 does not aduquait,.ly reconcile

the data obtained with the PSI and the commetclal counter.

This visibility function shows modal sizes existing which are well beyond any
estimated by the visibility function in Ref. 5 or the commercial counter.
Furthermore, it also shows a small probability density where th- commercial
counter shows it is large.

Thus, the differences in the size distributions

measured by the PSI and commercial counter do not seem to stem from an uncertain visibility function.

Numerous Hueristic arguments may be put forth

to explain these discrepencies.

For example, the different locations of the

sample spaces for the two instruments, the fact that the commercial optical
counter is calibrated in terms of latex spheres and hence the particle sizes
determined by the optical counter are equivalent latex sphere sizes could all
contribute to the discrepencies in the measurements.

If the particles are

irregularly shaped then the visibility function applied to the size determination
will obviously be erroneous or can be interpreted as representing some kind
of average size for the particle shape.

A final and probably most significant

factor could be large errors in the size distribution weighting factors which
are used.
When the results from the PSI or the commercial counter are compared to
those of the multiwavelength transmissometer there is considerabLe disagreement.
Typical transmission values for visibile wavelengths were between 60 and 80%.
If it is assumed that all particles measured by the optical counter and the
PSI are about 3 micrometers in diameter

(the case for minimum transmission),

then the estimated transmission would be greater than 93%.

The difference

between the measured transmission and that predicted from single particle
counter measurements may be attributed to at least 2 factors.

First, transmission

stiiiates

based on size distributions obtained with optical voililc r nio.tsurctments

have not accounted for the absorption cross-section of the part icds which is
unknown factor for all three sets of measurements.

If

an

the abstaption cross-

section of the measured particles is significant then it follow:; that
1) the commercial counter would become less sensitive (its response function
decreases) for all particle sizes greater than 0.5 micrometers, t0 2) then if
the PSI is resolution limited as one theory suggests, the large mode size
measured by the PSI would shift from about 2.9 micrometers to about 4.3 micrometers and 3) the optical counter would show fewer measurements of particle
size larger than about 5 micrometers.

In view of the evidence a reasonable

conclusion would seem to be that the absorption cross-section for the particles
is large and that the PSI is not resolution limited for sizes Jess than 1.5
micrometers.

A large absorption cross-section suggests particles which have

a high metallic content which is consistent with sampling done tor chemical
analysis of the exhaust products.

A second possible discrepency may result

from high number densities (for particles less than 0.3 micrometers) which
probably cannot be detected by the PSI or commercial optical counter but which
can yield significantly lower transmissivities.

These particles can result

from condensation nuclei which may grow or decay according to a thermodynamic
characteristic of the sample chamber (see Ref. 11).

However, if the parameters

for a log-normal size distribution are estimated from the multiple wavelength
-"qmissometer measurements, the number densities which could be measured by
the individual particle instruments still do not agree with those predicted
by the distribution function.

Furthermore, for the number densities which

are estimated (105/cc for a diameter of about 0.04 micrometers) the signals
generated by the PSI would probably show an incoherent scattered 1 ight background resulting from multiple particles simultaneously in the s.mple space.

Real time observation of the PML' current with an oscilloscop,

sIhowed no Sucth

background.
A,

PSI measurements made in the edge of a small rocket plume wre made t.;ing
the optical system shown in Fig.
roughly 0.5 to 10 micrometers.

2.

The size range covered by the PSI was

The sample space of the PSI system was focused

at the edge of the plume such that the particle velocity measured was only 3
or 4 m/sec.

Several different solid propellant formulations were examined.

Each propellant was found to have a unique particle size histogram.
modal sizes ranged between 0.5 and 10 microns.

The particle

During operation only

approximately 0.3 seconds of the total rocket motor firing could be examined
because of the limited data memory possible with the current system (900 measurements
These data were obtained as part of a NWC program and will be reported later.
5.0

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The feasibility of using a PSI system to obtain insitu particle size

distributions from rocket exhaust propellant has been demonstrated.

Measure-

ments have been made of propellant samples fired into a small mixing chamber
and in the edge of small solid motor plumes.

The PSI data show that the size

distributions generated by these devices are strong functions of time indicating
the need to be able to sample such distributions rapidly and to obtain the data
in large quantities.

The PSI measurements show a bimodal size distribution

with mode sizes less than 0.5 and at about 3.0 micrometers for a rocket propellant sample measured in the mixing chamber.

Comparison of the PSI and

commercial optical counter data shows reasonable agreement in the probability
density function of sizes less than 0.5 micrometers and greater than 1 micrometer.

There is a discrepency between the measurements and the 0.5 to I

micrometer range.

When the particle data from the PSI and commercial optical

'-, '

*/

I::

counter is
there is

compared

-.

with that obLained with multiplle wavelength

considerable disagreement.

Transmisso.neter data sug.,.;I

1:,

-:::i. ;so;..t.rs

that either

the particle sizes are much smaller or number densities are mot, h higher than
detectable with the single particle instruments for the measurable size ranges.
The results show that no one particle size instrument can yet give convincing
and unquestionable measurements.

The PSI data suggests that ins itu measurements

may vary significantly from instruments which must withdraw a sample from the
original environment.

Extreme caution must therefore be exercise.:d in interpre-

ting experimental results for theoretical predictions.

These measurements have

clearly demonstrated that 1) secondary smoke measurements are )po.hslble with
a PSI system, that 2) number densities are not prohibitively high for this
size range and that 3) the rocket plume measurements show that Ilte background
light is not significant for points of observation near the plumt- edge.

--
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APPENDIX I

The computer codes used in this project were programmed directly into the
microprocessor memory, so that program listings and cards are not available
without a great deal of difficulty.
The following material described the UTSI LDV/PSI processor.

THE UTSI LASER DOPPLER VELOCUKETER AND
PARTICLE SIZING INTERFEROKETER SYSTEM

This discussion will describe the primary features of the UTSI
Laser.Doppler Velocimeter and Particle Sizing Interferoineter System
which has been developed by the personnel of the Gas Diagnnostics Research

Division.

Optical System for UTSI LDV-PSI System
The optical system for the UTSI LDV-PSI systems consists of
five primary sub-systems.

These are described as follows, and schematically

illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.
The first sub-system is ihe Bragg Cell Beam Splitter as shown
in Fig. 1.

The Bragg Cell contains two ultrasonic transducers which

operate at 15 and 22.5 MHz respectively.

The transducers ard housed

in a stainless steel housing which is mounted to a tilt adjustment for
each of two rotations about axes which are orthogonal and perpendicular
to the plane of the optical system.

The Bragg Cell housing is stainless

steel in order that fluids of different viscosities and acoustic
properties can be used to obtain a broad range of beam split angles.
The entire Bragg Cell housiag can be rotated through 90° in

order to

establish an arbitrary orientation for the velocity measurement co-

ordinate system.
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:

The second sub-system cosi-ts of lenses L2 through 1.5
lenses control the value of the fringe period in
the maxitnum focus position

(.

Fig. 2).

the sample qs;pce and

for the optical system.

By suitabuly

adjusting these lenses, a fringe period ranging between 70 and 377
microns for the 15 MHz channel on the Bragg Cell and between 47 and
251 microns for the 22.5 Milz channel on the Bragg Cell is possible
for various focus positions ranging between 0.5 and 1.5 mel:crs.

The

primary function of lens L2 is to control the beam diameter and hence
the number of cycles present in the sample space in the instrument.
Lenses L3 and L4 are used primarily to control the focus poition and
fringe period of the sample space.

Lens L5 represents the primary

transmitting lens.
The third major sub-system of the optical system consi!;ts of the
scanner for the transmitter portion of the optical system.

The scanner

consists of a set of mirror prisms which fold the optical path along
a screw drive positioner.
can move a total of 20".

The screw drive positioner is such that it
Since the beam path is

folded along the screw

drive, a traverse distance of 20" along the screw drive corresponds
to a sample space scan variation" of approximately 40".

The position

of the reflecting prism mounted on the screw drive is read with a
potentiometer bridge to an accuracy of + 0.005".

The position of the

sample space has been correlated with the screw position such tat the
readout on the scanner contrel panel is read directly in inches.

The fourth primary sub-system of the optical system consis;ts of
the 10 cm receiver lens and the focus scan system.

The focus ,%can

These

system is

designed such that a collimating lens and limitin.

aperture

can be positioned at the image of the geometric center of the, sample
space in order to collimate the input to the detection system.

A

closed loop servo-system controlled by a microprocessor will allow
the transmitter and receiver to continuously scan.

The limiting aperture

consists of a variable iris for typical operation.

However, if increased

spacial resolution is required, a number of fixed apertures can be
inserted into the rear of the iris.
The fifth primary sub-system consists of the dual color light
The optical system has been designed such that full

detection system.

power utilization of the laser can be obtained by using this light
detection system which consists of a color separator that separates
the light scattered from both primary colors produced by the laser
(514.5 and 488 nm).

After the colors are separted they are passed

into a set of 10 R bandpass interference filters which pass the scattered
laser light but remove a large portion of the background radiance.

The

light is then brought to a focus on the photocathode of the photomultiplier tube being used to convert the scattered light into an electrical
signal.

A viewing system' is provided in the light detection system in

order that the operator determine optimum system focus characteristics
and that the return from both beam colors is suitably imaged onto the
photomultiplier photocathode.,
Photodetector System
The photomultiplier tube used for detecting the light
signal is

an EM

Model 978IR tube.

The typical quantum efficiency for

this tube at 514.5
137.

in is approximately 12% and 488 nm is

Typical gain for the tube is

gain which is voltage controlled is

5
5 x 105.

aplioiximately

The photomultipl~ier tube

a significant parameter in liimiting

the depth of field and particle size range which can be detected with
the optical system.

The photomultiplier tube output will enter a pre-

amplifier which will be attached to the optics shelf.

The function

of the preamplifier is to increase the absolute output of the photomultiplier tube signal to a level which is acceptable by the signal
processor.
Signal Processor

(see attached Specifications for LV Procs!ssor)

The signal processor processes the photomultiplier signal to
obtain two parametric measurements---velocity and
particle size.

The velocity will be determined by measuring the

scattered light signal time period.

The direction of the velocity

vector will be determined by"the absolute magnitude of the signal
frequency relative to a reference frequency and the particle size will
be determined by measuring the signal shape.

The velocity components

and direction will be identified using signal separator and conditioning
electronics. The function of these electronics will be to condition
A.

the signal from the PMT.

It will filter the sum and difference carrier

frequencies which are present in the scattered light signal.

It then

separates the signals corresponding to the 15 and 22.5 MHz channels
(or higher carrier frequencies as necessary).

Thirdly, it iLtroduces

a switch selectable carrier (or difference) frequency which can vary
from 0 to 990 Kliz in the low range in

10 K1iz

10 MHz in 100 Kllz steps in the high range.

...

. .......-

steps or 100 N.11z to

The function of this carrier

.

..

...

L.
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frequency is to optim~ize Signal-Lo-noise ratio and to introdi(ttcC h1ifgh
accuracy into the frequency measurements.
also contain a low pass filter

The signal conditi.oner will

which rejects the sum and difference

components introduced into the heterodyne process when the carrier
frequency is selected.

After the velocity component signals leave

the signal conditioner, the signals will enter the signal processors
where the signal time period is determined by measuring the signal
for two different period averages.

The number of cycles in each average

will be a pre-determined system constant which is programmable from
0-256 in unit increments.

These averages are used in aperiodicity

tests to determine that the signal is of acceptable quality before it
is recorded .by a data acquisition system.

Particle size measurements

are accomplished by measuring the signal visibility,

In addition,

the mean value of the scattered light signal will also be measured such
that when the mean value and the signal time period are calculated, the
scattered intensity can also be measured and the particle size estimated
from Mie scatter theory.

The signal processors will have built-in

time period calibrators which are front panel accessible.
Data Sorter
The signal processing system is equipped with a small data
acquisition system.

This device will be used to acquire large amounts

of a data in a histogram format.

It is equipped with programs

which allow the recording of various system parameters in addition to
measured data.

The data which can be acquired with this system includes

velocity histograms covering four decades of velocity variation, particle

-37-

size histograms which are programed in ternis of the signal vis;ibility
measurements and correlated directly with a library functiU.i
relates signal visibility to particle size.

which

Also, included in these

programs are weighting factors which allow the normalization of the
histogram such that equal sample space volumes are compared for the
particle number density measurements.

It will indicate the number of

"events" or attempted measurements by the signal processor and it
will record the total data acquisition time, or the acqui;ition time
for each measurement.

.1.

I.

S 1'CIFICATIONS FOR LV PROCESSOR

Signal Input Frequency Range

-

Maximum Frequency = 100 Mllz
Minimum Frequency given by

fFc
F (in)

(NL + N + 1)

=2

20
NL
N

Long Fringe Count
-

Precount

-

Clock Frequency (500 Mlhz)

P
Fc

F(min)-5 kHz for N
LP

1)

8, N

=

Signal Input Amplitude - 300 Microvolts to 3 volts RMS for frequency
less than 50 MHz.
Count Sequences - The long fringe count, NL , is programmable from 2 to
255. The short fringe count, N8 , is programmable from

I to 254.

The precount, NP, is prograrat~ae from I to

15.
Dead Time
*

-

Time to store a reading including the hardware clock
reading = 3.7 microseconds (=2.5 microseconds if hardware
clock is not read).

Recovery Time from Signat'Dropout

-

Depends upon when dropout occurred.

Recovery time, T

is approximated

from
T

N

R
ND
T

-

.

.

.

.

.*-.

-

-

T

/2

D D

Number of fringes counted before dropout.
Signal Frequency

o

%~*~
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Recovery Time from Noise Spike -

Time required for recovcry

fLout a siiigle

noise spike which start-; fringe counLetrs,
0. 5 microseconds
Doppler Period Resolution

Value of the least count in th, ineasured
Doppler period for the highest Doppler

-

frequency.

Depends upon the .elCtiLg of the

long fringe counter.

N fc
L
=

0 picoseconds for NL = 255

= 250 picoseconds. for N

L

Hardware Clock

-

8

Clock
Records time at which each reading is takent.
resolution is 1 to 200 microseconds in 1,2,5,10 steps.

Aperiodicity Limit - Aperiodicity error, E, is computed from
NL - N
NL

E

=

N
Ns

100 x
N
L

where N is the number of counts acquired in a counter
L
which counts clock pulses
(Fc = 500 IIz) for a time
duration N L TD . Similarly N is the number of counts
L D
acquired in a time NS TD .

value for E

Te operator may choose any

. The processor will compaL-e this with

at the choosen E (expressed as a percentage)
NS to insure
is consistant with the available resolution (i.e.,
100/E
must not exceed NS).

Max

Controls

-

S

All functions, except power on and reset, are controlled by a
25-key keyboard.

Display - 16-digit having full ASCII character set.
Outputs - A 16-bit 3-state bidirectional data bus
provides Interface
capability to virtually any digital device. Decoding is probus . An RS/232 interface
vided for up to 8 devices on the
is also provided.
having variable baud rates

.
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